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six years shape our future success.
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This year Kabbalah Experience reached beyond our walls as we expanded 
beyond ourselves, our classroom communities, and even beyond our Kabbalah 

Experience community. We partnered with many different agencies to create 
meaningful moments in a broader community. Through classes, seminars, events 
and holiday celebrations, we went within and outside of the KE fold. We collaborated 
in learning, sharing, creating and believing as one. On pages 6 and 7 are just a few 
of the magical ways we made our collective voices heard.

2013-2014 Kabbalah Experience Highlights

Cover photo: Catrene Payan sings as Majid Jahhak paints the scene 

at KE’s annual fundraising event. See article on page 7.

KE instructor Susan Kaplan and her students at Denver Botanic Gardens. Faculty bios, page 11.



Letter from David Sanders, Executive Director, and Nancy Steele, President  
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The origin of this teaching is lost in the haze of 
memory. Engraved on every person’s headstone 

are the year of birth and the year of death. While those 
numbers speak to beginnings and endings and are a 
quantitative measure, it is the small, innocuous hyphen 
that symbolizes the life lived. The linearity of it is an 
inaccurate depiction of what occurs in a person’s life, 
which neither begins at birth nor culminates at death. 
Our lives lived between those points are by no means 
a straight line, but more of an oscillating line like 
the rhythm of heart waves and circuitous routes and 
intertwining paths that branch out to affect the lives of 
many others.  
 In 2014, Kabbalah Experience raced by the 
milestone marker of ten years and over 5,000 
individual classes taught. For those interested in 
quantitative measures there is reason to pause and 
reflect and celebrate beginnings and longevity. If we 
were only looking at ourselves from a quantitative point 
of view we would not be reflecting on endings—with 
so much support from our own students (present and 
former) and from such partners as the Rose Community 
Foundation, Jewish Colorado, the Loup JCC and the 
Hebrew Educational Alliance we have a bright future.  
But we would hardly be Kabbalah Experience if we 
limited ourselves to a quantitative vision of the life of 
our organization. We operate of course with a bottom 
line but we don’t live in a linear fashion—as the 
famous line from the earliest Kabbalah text, the Book 
of Formation, beautifully captures: “The end is already 
present at the beginning and the beginning is present 
in the end.”
 So, ten years of engraving that line from birth, 
it is wonderful to reflect on beginnings—there are 
always new beginnings—and no surprise, we are 
embarking on just that—the re-branding of Kabbalah 

Experience (supported by a grant 
from Rose Community Foundation). 
How are we going about thinking 
this through? It is similar to the way 
we run classes, inclusive and highly 
participatory, guided by those with 
expertise but learning from everyone, 
and coming back to those questions 
that challenge us further. We have 
been looking at the masks of our 
organization—our assumptions and 
beliefs—what makes us unique, 
what are the attributes of our 
success and in what ways must we 
evolve to be a sustainable contributor 
to the people of our community. 
Re-branding is similar to the spiritual work we embark 
on in class—it is the hard work of self-exploration and 
self-examination—extending in this instance to the 
identity of our organization. 
 If your voice has not been heard, please take 
this opportunity to contribute to the dialogue about 
our future (send us an email titled Re-branding KE to 
maita@kabbalahexperience.com )—the hyphen is 
being extended with no ending in sight, for now the 
branches continue to be new beginnings. That is what 
discovery is all about—taking the qualitative path less 
travelled—which indeed makes all the difference. 
  

Nancy Steele Dr. David Sanders
2014-2015 Board President Executive Director



About Kabbalah Experience
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Our Mission: 

Kabbalah Experience provides a 
school for spiritual growth based 
on Kabbalah for those who seek 
to deepen their awareness beyond 
physical reality. We do this through 
discussion, curriculum, teachers 
and the dynamic interaction of is 
participants.

Kabbalah Experience is a unique program of study for curious, 
open-minded individuals of all spiritual backgrounds who are willing 

to actively question, participate and reflect on their core beliefs as they 
explore more purpose, growth and meaning in their lives.
 KE offers a stimulating classroom environment, exceptional 
instructors, active questioning and on-going exchanges and connections 
with like-minded individuals. While Jewish in its origin and language, the 
KE curriculum has a universal spiritual message. Driven by each person’s 
curiosity, courage, experiences and beliefs, Kabbalah Experience helps 
individuals gently but intentionally shift perceptions and expands their 
view of themselves and the world around them. Our students live more 
authentically and make the most of their lives in the here and now.

Kabbalah Experience 
by the Numbers 

 131   Full-time students (year end)

 494  Class attendees

 59  New students

 66   Full or partial scholarships

 61   Classes taught at KE

 231   Special Event attendees

 11   KE Board Members

 167   KE Members

 4  Staff 
 

Families gather for a Kabbalistic Seder led by Kabbalah Experience and Judaism Your Way.



What Kabbalah Experience Students Say

Kathleen O’Brien is a former 
television broadcaster who 

has taught communications at 
the University of Michigan and 
Indiana University graduate 
schools of business. She now 
teaches classes on aging 
through the University of 
Denver’s continuing education 
program. She is married to a retired physician and has 
one son, 45.
 Kathleen says: “I have been on a spiritual quest for 
some time. I grew up as an Episcopalian, and drifted 
away toward agnosticism. As I got older, it became 
important for me to find a spiritual home. Kabbalah 
Experience has opened up a whole new world to me. 
I am now able to see God in a way that satisfies me intel-
lectually.  And I am continually challenged to redefine my 
own concept of spirituality and my place in the universe.  
It is no exaggeration to say KE has changed my life.”  

Jeff Suskin is the owner of 
DiningOut Magazines. He 

teaches Brazilian Jiu Jitsu at 
Eastons Training Center, and 
Yoga at Scott Anderson’s Warrior 
Academy Yoga. His website 
is theooda.com and he does 
“The Yoga Podcast” with Scott 
Anderson.
 Jeff says: “Working with David Sanders and KE had 
been life-enhancing on many levels. It has awakened me 
to mindfulness and awareness in all aspects of my life.  
I hold myself accountable for everything. I find myself 
exploring my spirituality with a sense of humor, as well as 
curiosity. I have become a real student of my “self” and 

that has made me a much better friend, partner, family 
member and mentor. I started with KE five years ago, and 
although day-to-day I don’t sense my evolution, if I spoke 
with the Jeff of five years ago, I think he would be very 
impressed with how far I have come. My work inside and 
outside of KE class has made me more resilient to the 
twists, curves and changes of life.”

Margaret Sue Allon is a 
wife and the mother of a 

sixteen-year old still at home and 
two grown stepchildren. She’s 
engaged in philanthropy, higher 
education and politics. After a 
life’s career in corporate finance 
and entrepreneurship, she is 
taking time to explore the “other 
side.”
 Sue says: “After decades of the financial world 
where success is measured by the numbers you can tally 
at the end of the day, I thought it might be time to explore 
something more spiritual. The unexpected gift was my 
classmates, who answered the Rabbis’ big questions 
every week with their own questions and their views.  
The snippets of their life journeys that they shared, and 
their perspectives on the unanswerable questions, have 
reminded me of the joy that’s to be found in life. It’s as 
if I’ve made the leap from shark tank to dolphin pool, 
without knowing it until it happened.”
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2013-2014 Kabbalah Experience Highlights
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Rabbi Tirzah Firestone

Rabbi Sheila Peltz 
Weinberg

Scholars-in-Residence

Kabbalah Experience is always experimenting with 
format while insuring that the quality of its teachers 

and the learning is first rate. We were therefore excited 
to welcome two superb teachers for a series of talks 
in the fall 2013: Rabbis Tirzah Firestone and Sheila 
Peltz Weinberg. These women are pioneers in spiritual 
leadership and education and are teacher-role models 
for the next generation of women who will be on the 
forefront of spiritual education, including the transmission 
of Kabbalah. 

 Rabbi Tirzah Firestone joined us for 
3 packed evenings—the room was an 
overflow of people, energy, and embodied 
learning based on texts from the Zohar on 
the “Radiant Garment” that accompanies 
us when the soul returns to its source. Reb 
Tirzah wove her own radiant garment by 
threading text, song and meditation and 
powerful stories from those participating. 
The nights she presented were typical cold 
wintery Colorado nights but everyone left 
with a glow.
 Our ongoing collaboration in the 
Denver Jewish Learning Collaborative with 
the Center for Judaic Studies at Denver 
University and the Department of Jewish 
Life and Learning at the Loup JCC afforded 
a unique opportunity to sponsor Rabbi 
Sheila Peltz Weinberg from the Institute of 
Jewish Spirituality. Rabbi Sheila presented 

an inspiring reading from her autobiography at the Loup 
JCC JAMMfest—a candid and self-exposing memoir 
that carries the curious title Surprisingly Happy. Rabbi 
Sheila participated with faculty from Denver University 

on a writing workshop on spiritual memoirs, a talk on 
intimately conversing with God at the Loup JCC, and two 
talks at Kabbalah Experience on mindfulness—one on 
parenting (and grandparenting) and a broader talk on 
mindfulness through the lens of the Chassidic teachings.  
 Rabbi Sheila has mentored many Rabbis in our 
community who gathered to learn with her at her talks 
and for a special breakfast gathering for Rabbis during 
her stay in Denver. Her warmth and wisdom was another 
cloak for us to wear (her maiden name “peltz” colloquially 
means a fur coat). 

This past year Judaism Your Way invited Kabbalah 
Experience to provide the theme and co-lead their 

Passover Seder, which was entitled Being Free: A 
Kabbalistic Seder. The Haggadah was produced through 
a five-month-long collaboration between Dr. David 
Sanders, Caryn Aviv and Rabbi Brian Field. The Seder 
took the traditional texts and rituals and melded them 
with a process for “journaling” one’s own journey toward 
freedom—a five-stage development from enslavement 
to empowerment. 
 As a follow-up to the Being Free Seder, David and 
Brian led a five-week workshop exploring, in a personal 
and committed way, a path of change from constriction 
to expansiveness (Egypt to the Promised Land). 



Kabbalah Experience 
Annual Fundraiser

We found our formula: a joyous celebration—fun, 
creative and meaningful—to mark our 11th 

year as a school of spiritual learning serving Denver 
and its environs (yes, we have students who travel to 
weekly classes from Boulder, Colorado Springs and Fort 
Collins).  
 The setting was spectacular. Those who arrived 
early witnessed a western sky filled with a pallet of 
colors that mirrored the explosion of Majid Jahhak’s 
live performance painting, and those arriving late 
basked in the full moon rising in the east—a luminous 
radiance that reflected the soulful Middle Eastern music 
of Catrene Payan and her band Zuruna. Catrene is a 
Christian Arab from Haifa who is a social worker by day 
and a vocalist at night in her adopted town of 
Denver. She punctuated her performance with 
heartfelt readings from her book Peace Through 
Healing, a vision she has for finding a way to 
resolve conflict in the Middle East. Middle Eastern 
food was provided by Udi’s Café (generously 
underwriting half of the expense) at 1261 Gallery, 
an open street art gallery on Delaware Street. 
 Bottom line: The evening was a magnificent 
tribute to our creativity (under the leadership 
of our outgoing President, Ilana Erez, and 
Operations Director, Patti Levine), our providing 
meaningful spiritual experiences, and surpassing 
our fundraising goals. Perhaps the lesson to 
be learned is that when people feel inspired, 
they want to insure that others will have that 
opportunity—and so we thank all those who 
underwrote the fundraiser and those inspired 
to make significant contributions on the spot—
without even being asked! 

High Holiday Services

Kabbalah Experience hosted High Holiday 
services for the third year, designed to be 

an intimate prayer, meditation and learning 
community gathering. This year it was held at 
the home of Doris and John Weber. The Machzor 
(services) book was the combined effort of Dr. 
David Sanders and Bonnie Houghton. To provide 
a flavor of the service, we started Rosh Hashanah 
with a modified traditional Sephardic prayer—“Let 
this year and its Cursed Images Come to an End,” 
in which we responsively recollected the many atrocities, 
disturbing losses and suffering of the past year. The 
prayer ended with our moving from despair to hope and 
a vision of blessing for the coming year. 
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Catrene Payan captivates a rapt audience during KE’s annual fundraiser at 1261 Gallery.
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“I have 

found that 

giving 

liberates 

the soul of 

the giver.” 
—Maya Angelou

Kabbalah Experience 2013-2014 Donors
Thank you for supporting our mission and our work from July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2014.
Please accept our apologies for any omissions or errors.

KETER
Anonymous
Barbara and Dr. Martin Dubin
Ilana Erez
Lloyd Ford
Dr. Andrew Freeman
Dr. Ivor Garlick
Mickey Gart
Bender Foundation–
 Richard and Eileen Greenberg
Celeste Grynberg
JewishColorado
Louann & Micky Miller
Singer Foundation–
 Andrea Pollack
Rose Community Foundation
Nancy and Craig Steele
William Steinberg
Walter Goldberg Family Foundation–
    Dr. Anne Goldberg Wernimont,
 Dr. Mel Wernimont, David
 Goldberg and Julie Goldberg
Mindy and Robert Weinberger

TIFERET
Amy and Ken Diamond
Diane Gimber
Barbara Goldburg
Nancy Nowak
Dan Woodrow

YESOD 
Diana Arendrup
Marsha Blum

Laurie and Andrew Brock
Rachel & Adam Brown
Corinne & Avi Brown
Gwen Crawfod
Wendy Davis
Wendy Dinner
Eve Epstein
Karen and Dr. Stuart Frankel
Dr. David Franklin
Robin Glickstein
Mindy Greene
Tanya Gurevich
Bonnie Houghton
Stephen Kapnik
Jan Klatskin
Dr. Ryan Kramer
Bettina Kurowski
Marian Lauterbach
Meira Levary
Patti and Barry Levine
Karen Lewis
Dr. Lester Lockspeiser
Robyn and Robert Loup
Dr. Joan Manheimer
Laurie Marcus
Liza Meyers and Don Siegel
Mindy Olsson and Steven Frank
Caren Press
Jane E. & Stanton Rosenbaum
Rita & Dr. David Sanders
Barbara Shindell
Cynthia Shwartz
Liza Siegel

Dr. Marc Sorkin
Kaleta “Kiki” Stein
Lynne Sullivan
Mitzi and Mike Terry
Judy Wartell
Michelle Wecksler
Susan Weinberger

MALCHUT 
Lisa Biederman
Kristi Dinner
Jodi Eisen
Ilona Fried
Saul Garlick
Julie Geller
Lisa Hartman
Amy Karpas
Debby Kaller
Carol Mark
Judith Michael
Lisa Mintz
Elyn Moldow
Michael and Roslyn Rudnick
Jamie Sarche
Susie Sigman
Carolyn Steele
Andrea Stillman
Peggy Thompson
Alice Turak
Lori Weiner
William Weintraub
Mindy Wolpa
Dr. Richard Zigmond



IN-KIND SUPPORT
Hebrew Educational Alliance
Mindy Greene
Jill Janov
Robert E. Loup JCC Denver
Majid (Marcel) Kahhak
Michael and Roslyn Rudnick
Catrene Payan & Zuruna
Udi’s

FOUNDERS  
Marlin Barad
Eve Brogan 
Barbara Goldburg
Celeste Grynberg
Ken Heller
Elliott Husney
Stephen Kapnick
Allison Hickok Schuchman
David Sherman
Teena Slatkin
Sally Stich
Francine Topelson
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Kabbalah Experience Partner Organizations
We thank our community partners

Kabbalah Experience Staff

Dr. David Sanders
Executive Director

Maita Lester
Operations Director

Saskia Kelly
Administrative Assistant

Heather Mann
Digital Communications Manager
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2013-2014 Financials 

Tuition

Special Events

Board of 
Directors

Individual 
Donors

Memberships

Foundations

Teachers

Administration

Marketing

Operations

Income

Tuition $101,480  

Special Events 16,680 

Board of Directors 39,472 

Individual Donors 17,923 

Memberships 4,098 

Foundations 24,000 

 

TOTAL INCOME $203,653 

Expenses

Teachers $64,300 

Administration 82,221 

Operations 41,817 

Marketing 14,020 

TOTAL EXPENSES $202,358 
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Kabbalah Experience Faculty

Dr. David Sanders is the founder and director of Kabbalah Experience. He has taught Kabbalah in 
Denver for twenty-five years. His style is to teach from the middle, engaging the learner and modeling 
what it means to change. David is a clinical psychologist.

Rabbi Benjamin “Jamie” Arnold began his tenth year of service to Congregation Beth Evergreen. 
He has studied Kabbalah from Reb Zalman, Rabbi Art Green, Professor Moshe Idel and others. He 
has spent the last decade studying, practicing and teaching mussar locally and nationally. 

Dr. Lorell Frysh has a PhD. in East-West Psychology and is an Interior Architect interested in sacred 
space. Her 40 year spiritual journey has been spent exploring, studying and receiving initiation in the 
great spiritual, mystical, and healing traditions of the world. Lorell leads regression sessions and has 
a private therapy practice.

Dr. Ivor Garlick is a graduate of the Kabbalah Experience Teacher’s Institute and has studied 
Kabbalah for three years. He is interested in exploring how events in a person’s life connect together 
in order to understand how and why people feel and behave as they do. Ivor is a physician.

Dr. Anne Goldberg Wernimont is a graduate of the Kabbalah Experience Teacher’s Institute and 
has studied Kabbalah for seven years. She has special interest in the interaction of quantum physics 
and ancient faith. Anne is a forensic psychologist in the field of health and chronic pain.

Susan Kaplan, M.S.W., M.P.A., R.Y.T. has been engaged in living an intentional spiritual life, with 
listening as a foundational practice. She integrates Nonviolent Communication, Kabbalah study, yoga, 
Courage & Renewal work, story-listening and contemplative practices.

Teena Slatkin has studied Kabbalah for the past fourteen years. She leads women’s spiritual 
missions to Israel. Teena teaches In Tune with Time, a monthly (new moon) women’s class. Teena is a 
writer and community activist.

Lili Zohar is a lifelong spiritual seeker and teacher and a thirty-year student of the world’s great 
wisdom traditions. Since 2006, Lili has studied Kabbalah and non-dual healing with Jason Shulman 
of A Society of Souls. Lili is a lawyer specializing in conflict resolution and a yoga instructor.



Her warmth and infectious smile greeted us for 
the two years that she served KE in the capacity 

of Operations Director. Patti left this past summer to 
“return home” to be more present for family and to 

continue here community volunteerism as Chair 
of the Rose Foundation Women’s Board. Patti 
helped steer KE to new heights—increased 
enrollment, increased student satisfaction 
and greater efficiencies in the administrative 
functions of our organization. She was instru-
mental in the success of our first and second 
(annual) fundraisers—helping us exceed our 
financial goals and creating a lasting template 

for bringing our community together—a celebration that 
comes from the heart and enters the heart. 
 At first Patti had to get her hand on the pulse of KE. 

It was a new type of organization from her prior career in 
the television industry in marketing and advertising. She 
rapidly became a part of the KE bloodstream, bringing 
clarity of focus, tools for more efficient management 
and new energy and vision to what we could do in the 
community. By the time she left she was at the heart of 
our daily life. Patti also enrolled in classes, completing 
the first two years of our core curriculum—it was an 
opportunity for her personal growth and self-exploration, 
providing new insights for her that complemented her 
deep passion for Judaism. We are very grateful for all 
her pleasantness and professional expertise. Her impact 
on us will help us continue to evolve and grow with 
better systems in place so that we can function well for 
the benefit of our students and stakeholders. 

As the President of the Board of Directors, I want 
to introduce our KE Community to our Operations 

Director, Maita Lester. She is a warm, knowledge-
able and experienced professional who is 
already anchoring our office and reaching out to 
students as they come to class. Maita’s extensive 
experience as the founder and director of 
Association Management Group, which provided 
full-service association management for the 
private and non-profit sectors organizations, is a 
perfect fit for KE. 
 Prior to that part of her career, she worked 

at the Robert E. Loup Jewish Community Center as 
coordinator of senior services and Jewish singles 
and has been an active volunteer, including an honor 

as the “Outstanding Leader of the Year Award” from 
the JCC. She has worked closely with Boards of 
Directors, planned successful events and meetings, and 
understands the many components of how to improve 
the systems of our organization. I am looking forward to 
working with Maita and hope you will take a minute to 
stop by the office to introduce yourself to her or to email 
her (maita@kabbalahexperience.com) with questions 
or ideas. Please welcome Maita to our wonderful KE 
community.  

Nancy Steele 
President 

A Tribute to Patti Levine 

Welcome to Maita Lester 
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Maita Lester

Patti Levine
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